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Big brands spend billions to buy WHATSINIT
URL defence as WWW expands 4 me

94% of Indian
SMARTMOVES businesses plan
to raise staff
strength in ’13

As internet adds new suffixes, firms are out to prevent cybersquatting

PRESS TRUST OF INDIA
New Delhi

Mercedes India sales head
Luxury car maker Mercedes Benz India on Monday said it has appointed Boris Fitz and Santosh Iyer as heads of its sales and marketing divisions, respectively, effective from next month.

CavinKare names new CEO
Fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) company
CavinKare has appointed Nellaiappan Thiruambalam as its new director and CEO for its
personal care and foods division.

Warburg buys stake in Avtec
Private equity firm Warburg Pincus has bought a
minority stake in engineering equipment maker
Avtec for an undisclosed amount. The move will
provide an exit to current investor Actis.

Hawc telescope snaps first image
Hawc gamma-ray telescope, which aims to capture
the universe’s highest-energy particles and light,
has snapped its first-ever image. It now holds the
record for the highest-energy light it can capture.

Technocraft acquires Swift Engg
Technocraft Group has acquired Canada-based
Swift Engineering for an undisclosed sum. Technosoft has primary engineering designing centre
in Mumbai and subsidiary in the US and the UK.

Visa-on-arrival service
The tourism ministry is in talks with the ministry
home affairs and external affairs to extend the
visa-on-arrival facility at more airports to visitors
from about 15 countries.
Compiled from agencies

PE deals drop
39% to $1b in
March quarter:
Grant Thornton
PRESS TRUST OF INDIA
New Delhi

Bloomberg

HARVARD University paid
as much as $299 to register
the last time the world wide
web’s global overseer added
a domain name to familiar
ones including .com and
.net. Rather than seeking a
new opportunity, it signed
up to keep harvard.xxx from
being used as a porn site.
As the internet’s first major expansion since 2004
adds suffixes including .fail
and .sex to the existing 22
names to the right of the
dot, brand owners such as
Coca-Cola and Ford Motor
may be similarly forced to
pay up to prevent cybersquatting on a massive
scale, said Daniel Jaffe, executive vice-president of the
Association of National Advertisers, a trade group
whose members wield
10,000 brands.
“The pressure to defensively register is tremendous,” Jaffe said. We have
major, major trademark
concerns.”
The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names
and Numbers (ICANN), the
non-profit that manages the
web’s address system under
a contract with the US commerce department, each
week unveils a batch of new
domains it has cleared from
among 1,930 applications.
They include some from
major corporations such as
Wal-Mart Stores, Johnson &
Johnson and Amazon.com.
Each new suffix creates
millions of possible addresses to be sold by registries.
There are 106 million variations in .com alone, according to Verisign, the Reston,
Virginia-based global registry

BUYING E-ADDRESS: Each new suffix creates millions of possible addresses to be sold by registries.
There are 106 million variations in .com alone, according to Verisign

for .com and other domains.
Los
Angeles-based
ICANN as of April 5 had
cleared 93 new names,
mainly in non-Roman script
such as Chinese or Arabic.
ICANN, which is charging $185,000 for rights to a
new right-of-the-dot name,
is expanding the web over
qualms from the US Federal
Trade Commission and
brand-name companies including Coca-Cola, Ford,
P&G, General Electric and
Johnson & Johnson. The
firms, in a 2011 petition to
the commerce department,
said domain expansion
would require them to
spend ever-greater amounts
of time and resources simply to protect their brands.
Although
Congress
passed a law in 1999 barring
cybersquatting — the speculating in web addresses of
companies or brands with
the intent to sell those for a
profit— not all nations fol-

lowed and companies have
waged costly battles. The
non-profit has portrayed the
expansion as a way to allow
companies and other brand
owners to create specific online identifiers.
“Copyright holders have
protections under the new
system,” Brad White, an
ICANN spokesman, said in
e-mail. “New measures
were put in place to help
rights holders protect their
marks and to mitigate the
need for defensive registrations,” White said.
“The protections haven’t
been tested, nor have systems for removing domain
names that are found to violate trademarks,” said Jaffe,
of the advertisers group.
“Many of our members have
thousands if not tens of
thousands of trademarks,”
Jaffe said. “Even the richest
companies cannot afford to
protect all of their prized
brands,” he said.

At ICANN’s meeting last
week in Beijing, countries
told the group to ensure
those selling and using new
domains comply with laws
and safeguard certain generic names — among them
.money, .pay, and .save as
well as .poker, .book and
.weather. Under Icann procedures, the non-profit s
board is to consider the advice from the governmental
committee, which has representatives from the US, UK,
Germany, China, Japan and
the European Commission.
“Harvard was among 10
or 20 universities paying to
protect their academic
brands after .xxx was added
in 2011, at a cost of $162
and $299 for each address,
so they couldn’t be used as
online destinations for sexually explicit material, Stuart
Lawley, chief executive officer of ICM Registry that
sells .xxx web addresses,”
said in an interview.

Pharma firms bring in app Ramco Systems targets niche
to track representatives position in aviation software
SANGEETHA G
Chennai

MEDICAL representatives
beware! Your pharma company can now keep track of
its field staff constantly. A
mobile application in the
market will not only help
locate the field staff, but
provide the sales force access to the company database on the move.
IMImobile, a cloudbased mobile technology
provider has developed a
platform that helps pharma
companies in their field
force management.
“Pharma
companies
have a field force that is
wide spread across different regions and it can vary
from 500 to over 5000 according to the size of the
company. With such a wide
spread sales force, it becomes difficult to keep

Sajith Kumar

PRIVATE equity deal activities in the first quarter of
2013 fell by 39 per cent to
$1.29 billion, amid a sluggish global and domestic
economic
environment,
says a report. According to
audit and advisory firm
Grant Thornton, PE deals
worth $1.29 billion were announced in the first three
months of 2013, down from
$2.13 billion in the same period of last year.
“The quarter clearly saw
decline in deal activity, possibly driven by interplay of
factors given the macro conditions (global economic
weaknesses along with slowness in growth in Indian
economy), as well as the
pressure on liquidity,” Grant
Thornton said in a report.
Commenting on the
findings, Grant Thornton
India partner (transaction
advisory services), Raja
Lahiri said, “As far as private
equity is concerned, we
could expect moderation in
overall deal activity.”
He further said that pressure on PE funds to exit
might, however, push the
deal momentum higher going forward. During the January-March quarter of 2013,
there were a total of 90 deals
— marking a year-on-year
decline of 26 per cent.
Sector-wise analysis shows that pharma, healthcare
and bio-tech cornered the lion’s share (22 per cent) in
PE deals in the first quarter
of this year, followed by power and energy (15 per cent),
real estate and banking (13
per cent each) and ITeS and
cement (8 per cent each).

TODD SHIELDS

INDIA Inc seems to be optimistic about their hiring intentions for 2013 as 94 per
cent of the businesses are
planning to increase their
headcount, according to a
survey. The survey conducted by workplace solutions
provider Regus among
more than 26,000 businesses in nearly 100 nations, including India, reveals that
most of the recruitment is
expected in sales and marketing segments. The Regus
global business confidence
index for India stood at 137
points in April, suggesting a
stable score. However, it has
slipped four points since
October 2012.
“...94 per cent of Indian
businesses are planning to
increase or maintain headcount in 2013,” the survey
noted. Globally, 85 per cent
of businesses surveyed are
planning to increase or
maintain their headcount
in 2013. The robust hiring
intentions of Indian employers could be attributed
to higher revenues and increased profit reported by
the Indian companies in
the past one year.
The survey noted that
nearly two-fifths (39 per
cent) of businesses plan to
increase headcount by more
than five per cent. Interestingly, 67 per cent of respondent are planning to recruit
employees in sales and marketing verticals and 49 per
cent in operational staff.
“Firms feel it’s the right
time to go out there and sell.
These results suggest that
sales and marketing professional will be in high demand in the coming months,”
Regus VP (South Asia)
Madhusudan Thakur said.

track of each and every individual manually. Tracking
the field force and providing real time updates are
key to increase productivity,” said Vishwanath Alluri,
founder and executive
chairman of IMImobile.
The new Android-linked
application can track the
geographical position of the
sender using SMS. In case
of phones without Android
operating system, the

sender can be located
through the network of the
operator.
“The field staff can
place a sales order right
from the premises of the
physician over SMS and
this will enable the company to locate the staff,” he
said. The field staff too can
have real time access to the
company’s database on
doctors and products.
“The details and updates about the various
products too can be accessed by the sales representative through mobile.
Pharma companies usually
have regular briefings and
conferences for this purpose and we foresee at least
part of it being replaced by
mobile applications in the
future,” Alluri said.
sangeethag
@mydigitalfc.com

D GOVARDAN
Chennai

RAMCO Systems, a global
provider of aviation software
on cloud, mobile and
tablets, is targeting a leadership position in the segment
in the near future. At present, it is among the top three
globally and is pushing itself
aggressively across regions.
After aviation, the company is focusing on the human resources space and is
set to take its new Ramco
HCM (human capital management) on cloud to the
global market. While the
product is currently being
test marketed in India, it is
planning a global launch
around June this year.
“During the last financial
year alone, we successfully
closed 10 deals globally in
the aviation space and in
normal times this would
have taken about three

The software and
services segment of
the aviation industry
is valued roughly at
around $1 billion
years. That is the thrust with
which we are approaching
our aim to achieve leadership position in aviation software,” Virender Aggarwal,
CEO, Ramco Systems told
FC on Monday.
Last year’s deals in the
aviation space feature airlines like Emirates, GoAir,
Air Tahiti and Carribean Airlines. In the fourth quarter

of last financial year, the
company signed up deals
with two Thailand based
companies –a start-up charter service and another a
specialty heli-operator.
“Earlier, our approach
was ‘engineering focus’ and
now it is ‘product focus’ with
special thrust on user interface. There has also been a
change in mindset, since we
can’t be modest anymore. If
we have a unique product, it
has to be heard by as many
as possible,” Aggarwal said.
According to him, the
global aviation industry is
estimated at around $2.4
trillion. Of this, the software
and services segment of this
industry is valued roughly at
around $1 billion. “Currently, we not even have one per
cent market share and want
at least five per cent share
in the near future,” he
pointed out.
govardand@mydigitalfc.com

LLM scholarships

■ LLM scholarships are
open to applicants to
any of the LLM programmes other than
the distance learning
ones who meet the criteria below. They are
open to any applicant
to the LLM Programme
(regardless of the particular LLM stream)
who meets the criteria.
These scholarships are
offered at the discretion
of the School of Law
and the decisions as to
the awards are final and
not open to review. The
school reserves the
right not to award all or
indeed any scholarship(s) in any particular year. Applicants
must be from Turkey,
Hong Kong, Thailand,
Canada and India. The
applicant must have accepted an offer to enter
the LLM Programme
for 2013-14 and that
acceptance must be received by the School of
Law before May 31.
The applicant must
demonstrate high academic merit by exceeding country entry requirement for LLM.
Canada (3.0/4.0 GPA or
1st class from UK),
Hong Kong (above 3.0
GPA), India (55 per
cent from five-year
LLB), Thailand (3.0
GPA from Top 10 or 3.2
GPA from others) and
Turkey (3.2/4.0 GPA).
The successful applicants will be notified no
later than June 12.
southampton.ac.uk

LSE India scholarships

■ LSE is delighted to
announce that it is making available 50 scholarships to students from
India studying a Master’s programme at the
school starting in 2013.
Scholarships will range
in value from £3,000£32,000 depending on
financial need. Students
must be holding an offer
of a place on an LSE
master’s programme by
April 30 to be eligible for
an award and scholarships will be made on
the basis of financial
need. To apply for one
of these awards one
should first of all apply
for a place on one of
the graduate programmes. After the application one should
complete the LSE graduate financial support
application form. A link
to this will be sent when
receipt of your application in acknowledge.
This form is used by the
financial support office
to assess candidates’ eligibility for all awards
available at LSE, including the new Indian
graduate scholarships.
www2.lse.ac.uk
mail to:
myspace@mydigitalfc.com

Hedge fund titans take home billion-dollar pay despite low gains
JULIE CRESWELL
International Herald Tribune

IN RECENT years, the criticism
about giant Wall Street hedge
funds — those that command billions of investor dollars from pension funds, endowments and the
wealthy — is that they’re simply
too big to beat the market.
But a number of the hedge
fund leaders who had giant paydays last year bucked the trend.
They earned their riches the oldfashioned way by posting big returns on their investments.
Certainly, plenty of hedge
fund titans took home billion-dollar paydays last year despite the
fact they lagged the big gains in
stocks. For example, Steven A
Cohen, who controls $15 billion
in assets at SAC Capital Advisors,

which has been under intense
scrutiny by government investigators, fell just short of the market’s returns for 2012. His takehome pay, however, was about
$1.4 billion, earning him the No.
3 spot among the best-paid hedge
fund managers.
The Bridgewater Associates
founder Ray Dalio, the colorful
manager whose “Principles”
manifesto discusses the virtues of
hyenas’ killing wildebeests, also
could not quite beat the market.
Yet he ended the year $1.7 billion
richer, according to the annual
ranking released on Monday by
Institutional Investor’s Alpha. But
for several on the richest list, good
stock bets meant good paydays.
David Tepper, who oversees
$15 billion of assets at Appaloosa
Management, turned a modest

HIGHEST PERKS: Pay for the top 25 earners came in at $14.14 billion last
year, but it was the lowest amount earned since the financial crisis in 2008

loss in 2011 into a 30 per cent
gain after fees last year. Gains in
those stocks helped Tepper, who
charges his investors 2 per cent
management fee and takes 20-30
per cent of any profits, earn $2.2
billion payday. That was enough
to place him No. 1 in the rankings
by Institutional Investor’s Alpha.
A spokesman for Tepper declined
to comment.
Strong returns also helped
Leon Cooperman of Omega Advisors, which oversees $7.3 billion
in assets. He doubled his money
in his fund’s holdings of Sprint
Nextel and took profits from Apple when he sold the fund’s entire
266,000 share stake in the fourth
quarter. Those moves drove his
firm to a 28 per cent gain in 2012,
giving Cooperman a payday of
$560 million, according to the an-

nual ranking. In an e-mail, Cooperman declined to comment.
“The managers who did well
last year were those who focused
on fundamental primary equity
research,” said Carter Furr, a portfolio manager at Signature, an independent family office in Norfolk, with $2.8 billion in assets.
“The guys who were paying
attention to the macro picture,
got caught up in the headlines
and fear-mongering, lost sight of
the fact we were having a stealth
recovery in the US,” he said.
Pay for the top 25 earners
came in at $14.14 billion last year.
As high as that is, it was the lowest amount earned since the financial crisis in 2008, but comparable with the $14.4 billion the
top 25 earned last year, according
to Institutional Investor’s Alpha.
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During the last financial year alone, we successfully closed 10
deals globally in the
aviation space and in normal times this would
have taken about three years. We aim to achieve
leadership position in aviation software

SMARTBOARD

Pharma companies
have a field force that
is wide spread across
different regions and it
can vary from 500 to over 5,000 according to the
size of the company. It becomes difficult to keep
track of each and every individual manually

The beer-on-tap concept at high-end hotels
and restaurants is increasingly getting popular and investors are setting up microbreweries
to serve international quality beer to tap this
growing business

play
Maruti Suzuki to bring in more Automakers
price-point game
models to boost market share to lure customers
Firm plans more UVs as it turns focus on rural India, niche segments
Chennai

Bloomberg

US-based Kodak has agreed to sell some of its
document imaging assets to Brother Industries
for about $210 million, its latest deal as it seeks
to exit bankruptcy protection.

Lumia stems Nokia sales fall
Nokia’s push to expand sales of Lumia phones in
markets such as China should help shrink an overall revenue fall and reduce first-quarter loss, easing some of the pressure on CEO Stephen Elop.

Engineering firm Greaves Cotton on Monday
announced its foray into Indian tractor market
with the launch of its entry-level product Greaves
Ustad at a price range of Rs 2 lakh to Rs 2.4 lakh.

Portugal’s retro brands revive
From vintage sardine tins and embroidered
napkins to artisanal soaps, Portugal’s retro
products are winning new fans as a handful of
companies introduce their old-school aesthetic.

Corona inks marketing pact
Medical products maker Corona Remedies has
entered into a marketing agreement with
Belgium-based life science company Kitozyme to
launch ‘Rasva’, an anti-obesity product, in India.

Osram launches ¤10 bulb
Germany’s Osram is launching a new LED light
bulb that costs less than ¤10 ($13.10) to battle
rivals, such as Cree and Samsung Electronics,
for a share of the fast-growing market.
Compiled from agencies

Sistema to invest $1b in
India business in 3 years
K A BADARINATH

The blueprint

RUSSIAN telecom services
major, Sistema that operates
through a joint venture with
under brand name MTS, will
restructure its India operations ahead of the 4G services rollout later this year.
Sistema’s holding company in Russia will infuse $1
billion in next three years towards one-time restructuring costs of its Indian operations, retire debt and bring
down interest liabilities.
Sistema operates through joint venture, Sistema
Shyam and provides telecom services to over 10.58
million customers across
nine circles. Sistema Shyam
president and chief executive
officer
Vsevolod
Rozanov refused to provide
details of one-time restructuring, financing its operations, capital expansion and
role of its holding company.
Rozanov was also not
willing to divulge apportioning funds infusion by the
holding company in Russia
and internal resources generation through Indian joint
venture. His presentation at
a news conference main-

■ Sistema Shyam has set

aside $200 million to
rollout 4G LTE services
in the country
■ Firm to restructure

costs of Indian business,
retire debt, bring down
interest liabilities
■ Company officials

projected break even in
operations across nine
circles over next 2 years
tained that $415 million
was the cash that would be
pumped in from the holding
company back home in
2013. Out of this, $356 million has been set aside for
restructuring costs, while
$59 million would be towards interest payments.
The company has also
budgeted about $250 million
each for 2014 and 2015 as
cash requirement from the
holding company. Shyam
Sistema has no plausible explanation on funds infusion
by holding company or claim
to retire $347 million debt
during this year.
Shyam Sistema stated

badarinath@mydigitalfc.com

■ Maruti Suzuki India

AUTO companies in India
are busy launching cars at
lower price-points to lure
customers to improve
slackening sales.
General Motors and
Honda Cars have recently
launched sedans at lower
price point while Mahindra
& Mahindra is planning to
launch Verito Vibe and
Hyundai Motors is planning to launch variant of
i10 with diesel option.
The passenger car segment, which used to witness double-digit growth, is
reporting subdued sales for
the past two years. In 201213, the segment reported 7
per cent decline in sales
growth compared with yearago period. Experts feel that
automakers are focusing on
expanding their portfolio in
lower price-point categories
to lure customers. Companies are focusing on launching hatchbacks and entrylevel sedans, which are now
available starting from
around Rs 4.5 lakh.
Honda recently launched
Amaze, an entry-level sedan
starting from Rs 5.1 lakh.
The company’s product
range includes Brio, City, Accord and CR-V in India.
General Motors also recently launched Chevrolet
Sail. The premium sedan
takes styling, comfort, performance and safety in its
segment to a new level.
“Sail is an important addition to GM’s sedan lineup
in India,” said Anil Mehrotra, chief financial officer at
General Motors India.
Vikas Jain, director sales
at Chevrolet Sales India,
said Chevrolet Sail is performing well in the market
due to its lower price point.

Price factor
■ Passenger car space,

which used to witness
double-digit growth, is
reporting subdued sales
■ GM, Honda Cars

launched sedans at
lower price point, while
M&M plans Verito Vibe
■ Honda Motor recently

launched Amaze, an
entry-level sedan
starting from Rs 5.1 lakh
“While in the company is
offering some discounts on
the high-end models, but
Sail is performing well so
we are not offering any discount on it.”
Mahindra & Mahindra is
also planning to launch
Verito Vibe within the next
couple of months.
“New launches always
help companies to boost
sales. Mahindra has not yet
announced the price of the
Verito Vibe, but it should
start at around Rs 5 lakh,”
said Yaresh Kothari, analyst
at Angel Broking.
The new launches will
definitely help the automakers to improve their
sales, but what these companies needs to take care is
to improve their dealer network and offer spare parts
at lower costs, said an analyst at Ambit Capital.

■ Alto 800 has emerged as

■ Maruti’s entry in the UV

the fastest selling Indian car
— it was fastest to clock
one lakh sales in 124 days

space proved to be very
successful with a strong
response to its MUV Ertiga

growth in mini-segment,
driven by new small car Eon,
Maruti’s total volumes
(M800, Alto, A-Star and
Wagon-R) in the segment reported significant decline at
429,569 units in FY13 from
491,389 units in FY12. “The
entry-level segment buyers
were the worst impacted by
the slowdown. The increased
interest rates, inflation, fuel
prices made the cost of ownership of a car high. Buyers
in the entry segment are either postponing sales or waiting for better deals,” he said.
Meanwhile, the company’s entry into the UV segment proved to be very suc-

cessful with a strong customer response to its MUV
Ertiga, launched in April
2012. With sales of over
79,000 in FY 13, Ertiga has
helped Maruti to emerge as
the third biggest player in
the UV market from fifth
position in FY12.
Besides, attractive price
point and fuel efficiency factors, Maruti’s unmatched
dealer and service network
spread over 2,200 locations
was also key driving factor
for Maruti’s huge rise in UV
segment. The company is
gearing up to launch more
models including mini or
compact SUVs in the next

couple of years.
“Yes, surely Ertiga has
given us a clear edge in the
category and also helped us
post growth in overall sales.
Ertiga has become one of the
largest-selling models amongst the UVs. To move ahead
in the market we have to
focus on the fast emerging
utility vehicles space. We
have to bring more products.
We surely need a strong
presence in the Indian market to maintain our forte and
increase or maintain the
market share,” said Pareek.

Tata Motors
must invest
more: Moody’s

Honda mulls foray into MPV space

(MSIL) hopes to sustain
its market share in the
Indian car market

JHARNA MAZUMDAR
Mumbai

TATA Motors will have to invest significantly in product
development to recapture
falling market share. According to a Moody’s report, the
company’s market share has
declined since 2008 and this
long-term erosion is credit
negative as it leads to weaker
operating performance. The
firm remains India-centric
with less than 10 per cent of
its car production exported,
said the report.
The company is facing
intense competition from
local car manufacturer,
M&M, which has steadily
increased its hold over the
Indian automobile market.
In the passenger vehicle
segment, M&M is almost
level with Tata at 11.6 per
cent market share, up from
9.4 per cent in 2011-2012
and in the commercial vehicle segment, M&M has
increased its market share
to 18.0 per cent from 11.3
per cent over the same period, said George Teng, associate analyst at Moody’s.
jharnamazumdar
@mydigitalfc.com

balachandarg
@mydigitalfc.com

jharnamazumdar
@mydigitalfc.com
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JAPANESE carmaker Honda is exploring the possibility
to foray into the multi purpose vehicle (MPV) segment
in India, a top company official said on Monday.
“Honda is mulling a
seven-seater multi purpose vehicle. And we are,
at this moment, studying
the market whether we
have to launch it or not...,”
Honda Cars India senior
vice-president (sales and
marketing) Jnaneswar Sen
told reporters here. He
further said, “See, to have
a product, we must meet
all the conditions – what
are people looking for,
style, space. So we have to

AFP

New Delhi

that combined debt reduction would be about 55.5
per cent in 2012 and 2013
at a time when most telecom companies have borrowed heavily to finance
spectrum acquisition, run
their operations and maintain networks.
Company officials projected break even in operations across nine circles
over next two years.
Total investment made
by the company in India is
to the tune of $3.6 billion.
With latest investment plan
through restructuring of
India operations, Sistema
has committed $4.6 billion.
It has also set aside $200
million to rollout 4G services in India at a time when
both Reliance Industries
and ADAG of Ambani
brothers have come together to offer such services.
“Sistema Shyam has an
enhanced network that will
deliver excellent quality
and a clear roadmap to LTE
(4G). Our network can be
easily upgraded with likely
expenditure being $200
million spread over several
years,” Rozanov said.

In a fast lane

AFP

Greaves Cotton’s mini-tractor

THE COUNTRY’S largest
carmaker Maruti Suzuki
India is charting plans to
launch new models targeting new sub-segments as
also the UV segment in a
bid to maintain and boost
its market share in the passenger vehicle market.
“Amid sluggish market
conditions, the positive
growth and increase in market share in FY13 is testimony of the customer confidence and trust. We will
continue to launch products
and create new sub-segments in the market to protect and build further on our
market share,” Mayank Pareek, chief operating officer
— sales & marketing, Maruti Suzuki India (MSIL) told
Financial Chronicle.
Unperturbed by the
growing competition, Maruti hopes to sustain its market share in the Indian car
market. “After a tough year
our focus areas would continue to be rural, niche segments, government sales.
Perhaps the market has bottomed out and we might see
a little bit of recovery
around second quarter this
financial year,” he added.
He said performance of
the new Alto 800, which was
launched in October 2012,
was on expected lines.
Alto 800 remains India’s
favourite car and has set
records. It has emerged as the
fastest selling car in India —
it was fastest to clock one lakh
sales in 124 days (since
launch on October 16, 2012).
During the financial year
2012-13, Alto 800 sold over
125,000 units.
While Hyundai reported

JHARNA MAZUMDAR
Mumbai

G BALACHANDAR

Kodak sells unit for $210m

In 2012-13, health insurance business has
grown by 20-22 per
cent, while motor insurance business has grown by 18-19 per cent. However, industry growth will be lower this year as the
auto sector is continuing to show a degrowth

AGGRESSIVE MODE: Honda will expand its presence to 102
cities in this financial year from existing 97 cities

match everything. We actually decide whether we
can actually bring it or not.
That’s the study we are
doing now.”
“We are looking at two
options — one it is a sevenseater multi-purpose vehi-

cle and the other is of
course, compact sports utility vehicle. That concept
has already been developed
and it has been displayed at
Detroit Motor Show in January this year,” he added.
Asked whether people

were shifting towards petrol
car as diesel prices have
been constantly increasing
in the past, he said, “We
hear from the industry, that
there is a slight shift (on
preference to petrol cars
from diesel).”
To a query on whether it
was possible to launch
diesel variants of the company’s existing models including — Brio, City using
the same 1.5 litre diesel engine, Sen said, “This engine will not be fitted in any
of our current models. It
will be only for our new
models. When City was designed, it was designed to
carry a petrol engine. The
cost of modification for
diesel engine is fairly high...
So, we decided not to.”

Ford, GM in tie-up for green tech
TIM HIGGINS
Bloomberg

DETROIT: General Motors and Ford
Motor, which share a six-speed transmission, are designing nine- and 10speed automatic versions that are
more fuel-efficient for cars, trucks
and sports utility vehicles.
By working together, the US automakers can develop and bring the
new transmissions to market faster and

at a lower cost than if they work alone,
according to a joint statement on Monday. “The goal is to keep hardware identical in the Ford and GM transmissions,” Craig Renneker, Ford’s chief engineer for transmission, driveline component and pre-programme engineering, said in the statement. The companies will use their own control software
to ensure that each transmission is
“carefully matched” to their individual
brand-specific vehicles, he said.

GM and Dearborn, Michigan-based
Ford are adding more vehicles with
better fuel usage to compete against
Japanese carmakers such as Toyota
Motor. GM earlier this month said it
plans to spend $332 million at four
factories to create more fuel-efficient
engines and transmissions. The nineand 10-speeds announced on Monday
should improve fuel efficiency by
about 5 per cent, Mark Schirmer, a
Ford spokesman, said in an interview.

